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Second graders tell how to cook turkey
Heartland 

Christian School
Mrs. Weldon’s class
First you kill a turkey. Then you 

pluck. Then you cut their wings 
and legs to their knees. Then you 
take their guts. Then you put it in 
the oven. Then you eat it. 

-Blake Beckley

First you put it in the oven. Sec-
ond add a cup of flour. Last you 
eat it.

-Ryan Wilson.

First you have to put the stuf 
you usully put on chicken. Now 
you put it in the oven for 30 min. 
Then you eat it.

-Caedmon Larson

First you get a turkey. Then 
you cut out the inside. Then stuf 
it with taco meat. Then cook it for 
45 minits.

-Nikki Berkgren

Sacred Heart 
Catholic School

Mrs. Quint’s class
First – you buy the turkey. Then 

you un rap it. then you put it into 
the oven. Then you take it out of 
the oven. then you cut it up. Then 
you get to finaly eat it.

-Lauren Ortner

First, get a frozen turkey out of 
the freezer. Second, let the turkey 
thaw out. Third, put the turkey in 
the oven. Fourth, set the timer for 
3 hours. Then eat! Yummy!

-Jayla Rush

First put a turkey in the oven 
with it wrapped in foil, for three 
hours. Second when the turkey is 
done check the tempeture. Next 
you let it sit for five minutes. Then 
you can invite people over if you 
want to. Then you call your friends 
moms and ask if they can come. 
Then you can pray and then eat!

-Kamrynn Paige Elling

First, buy the turkey. Second, 
put the turkey in the oven, for 
three hours. After you do that, eat 
the turkey!

-Cassandra Zimmerman

You get a turkey and you put it 
in the smoker. You put the timer 
on 3 hours. Then you wait. When 
your timer goes off you wait un-
til it’s done. Then you eat it. Is it 
good?

-Melissa Zimmerman

First of all, you need a turkey. 
Next, you put seasoning on it. 
Then, you put it in a pan. Then, 
pour pop on it. Bake it for 30 min. 
Wait untill you’re turkey is done. 
Wait for it to cool. Next, enjoy!

-Kayla Jaeger

First put it in a pan. Then cook it 
for three hours. Then have a feast! 
I bet it will be yum yum yum!

-Maddie Fabrizius

First, you get a frozen turkey. 
Then, you put it in the oven and 
cook it. Then, you take it out and 
decorate it. Then, you eat it.

-Samantha Diederich

First you get the turkey. Sec-
ond you put it in the smoker for 
3 hours. Then you take it out and 
let it cool for 2 minutes. Then you 
eat it!

-Shane Packett

First you start the smoker then 
when it is redey you put the tur-
key in. Secend you leve the turkey 
in there for three hours when it’s 
done you can eat it.

-Mallory Jackson

Colby 
Grade School

Mrs. Rose’s class
First u buy the turkey Then stuff 

it Then u cook it for 3 hours Then 
u let it sit for 30 minutes Then it’s 
ready to eat 

-Sophie Williams

First you put the turkey in the 
oven. Second you wait for 20 
minuts to be done. Finally you 
take the turkey out. 

-Tristan Ortner

First 90 degree F second 9 min-
utes next pepper Then Last set the 
table

-Ethan Rohr

First the oven nead’s to be at haf 
in ouer. Second you pot it in the 
oven. Next you chek on it. Then 

you take it out of the oven. Finally 
it is dunn. 

-Jayde Fields

First you buy a turkey. Second 
70 degrees F. Next an hour. Then 
peper. Last i am done. 

-Noelle Thomasch

First you put it in the oven for 
tow minits or in hour or tow for 
the turkey and the next you take it 
out then you eat the turkey. 

-Savanna Johnson

First you set the oven at 415 de-
grees F. Second you put the turkey 
in the oven set the timer for 15 
min. Finally when done we eat. 

-Hunter Vaughn

You need a oven and a turkey 
and fird to cook and you are reey 
to eat and reey to brush and reey 
to go work 

-Marlen

First you bake the turkey and 
hour hot dos the oven hos to be 
150. Next what spis. 

-Baylei

First you shoot the turkey. Tin 
you tak it home and cook it at 60 
dgrees F. Thin you eat it. You poo 
solt and per. 

-Jake

First you take The turkey and 
stuf it. Then you put it in the oven 
for 30 minoun’s. Next you take it 
out and put spices. Then you eat 
it. 

-Lilly Dixon

First you biye the turkey thin 
you take it home thin you git the 
turkey owt of the box thin you put 
it on a pan thin you put it in the 
oven thin you git in owt thin you 
let it cool down thin you eat it. 

-Brinley

First I do cook cook I look mi 
mom is a gud cook mi mom is a 
amsta gud cook if I cum hom eini 
I im a gud cook 

-Holli

First take the turkey out Sec-
ond then put some salt in it Next 
it should be about 40 qurters long 
Finally put it in the micerwav and 
put it on the table and then eat it. 

-Madison

First you put the turkey in the 
oven. Second you put the chili in. 
Next you put the spice in. Then 
you eat. 

-Beatriz

First you cook for 11 minits. 
Second you cook it at 20 degrees 
F. Next you spic it with salt and 
pepper. Then whate 11 minites. 
Lastly then you hav your turkey

-Riley

First you get a turkey. Second 
you cut the fat out. Next you put it 
in the oven. How long 2 hours. 

-Jessica Platt

First you Get the turkey out. 
Second put some pepper spices. 
Next put it in the oven for 30 min-
utes. then Let it set on the table 
for 8 mintutes. Finally when you’r 
Done you can make some pump-
kin pie! 

-Micael

First you shoot a turkey Then 
you put it in the oven and cook it 
at 120 degrees F and you keep it 
in the oven for 2 hour thin whin it 
is dun you put salt and pepper and 
thin you pant it with bbq sauce

-Mac Haines

First make the oven hot Second 
put the turkey in the voen Next put 
shili on the turkey Then on put the 
voen 45 mini 

-Cacey Betancourt Ornelas

Ms. Bange’s class
You need pepper. You need salt. 

20 hour an day. You have to Bace 
it minutes. You have to put it in 
the uvin. I like dooing turkey I 
Luve it

-Landen Clapper

First you pike the fethers Next 
you put them in the oven then you 
take them out finlly put weat ever 
you want thin dig in

-Aaron Lindsey

First I poot it in the pan and thin 
you pot on the sesneg. I poot it in 
for 40 minis thin I poot a tespon 
of shrgr in the pot and solt and 
peper Next i poot spisis on it. And 
stufeng in the pan. I will mac aftr 
that i will pot a lot of sesneing. 

-Rylea Nelson

First you put stuffing into the 
turkey Next you put the turkey in 
the oven @ 350 degrees Then you 
put on spices. Finally you eat!

-Xaynder Meyer

First I toke the turkey and and 
letes and onion slices. Next poot 
the tiem to 100 degrees and hour. 
then I take it out of the uvin and 
poot spisise to it Finally I slce it. 

-Ethan Zerr

First you let it thaw out for 2 
hours. Next you cook it at 338 
degrees. Then you leave it in the 
oven for 3 hours. Finally spices 
you put pepper and salt stuffing 
and meat spices. 

-Braetyn Cous.

Fist you take the turkey out of 
the box. Next you put the turkey 
in the oven for un hour. Then you 
take it out of the oven then you put 
it on the canit. Finally you put salt 
and pepper on the turkey.

-Kaily Brown

First put the turky in the oven 
for 35 mines and 23 degrees and 
then put sum sufing in it next put 
sume spisis

-Oliver Corcoran

First you take a turkey and cut it 
in the bowl. Next you take a spoon 
and you stor it for how lon it taxke. 
Then you take the mety out of the 
oven. Finally the mety is don.

-Mason Kersenbrock

First you put the turkey in the 
oven. Next you wait a few min-
utes. Then you put salt and pepper. 
Finally you serve it to the people.

-Isabella Sanieu

First how are you going to cook 
it I will cook it with the turkey 
cold. Next what temperature I wull 
cook in the turkey at 60 degrees. 
then how long would you cook it 
I will cook it abought 95 minutes. 
Finally spices I will many spices. 

-Gabriella Griffin

I take off the paper. And i cook 
it in the oven. And then i put pep-
per on the turkey. And put it in the 
oven Agen.

-Kara Ratzlaff

First buy a turkey next degrees 
38 then an hour Finally stack spic-
es

-Tyler Rehmer

Frst put it in the pan and season 
it with a teaspoon of garlic and 
pepper and salt. Next poot it in 
the oven. For 50 minutes tim is hr 

400. then you have a turkey
-Liv Tubbs

First you By the turkey Next 
you thaw it out the temperature 
shood be at least be 30 degrees 
and cook it for 2 hours and spices 
salt and pepper and pepreecu

-Maryn King

First cook. you cach it. next 
temperature 25 degrees. then how 
long 30 minutes. finelly topping 
chess.

-Rhianna Mikessell

First you take all of the bones 
all out. Next you put it in the oven 
for an hour. then you put a little of 
pepper. Finally you put ham on.

-Abby Ferguson

First I pull the gross stuff out of 
the turkey. Next I put the tempera-
ture at 200. then I set the miuntes 
at 25. Then i put the turkey on the 
pan. Finally I put pepers an hot 
stuff on it. 

-Breon Barton

First you rost it. Next you put it 
in for 30 degrees. then you put it 
in for 5:00 hours. finally you put 
salt in it. 

-Logan Haggard

First you tac the turkey and you 
tac it and thin you put it in the uvin 
and tin you put it on 15 tgres thin 
you put spiees on it thin put lots av 
difert thangs on it. 

-Gary Sandoval

Mrs. Alexander’s class
first I hunt a turky then you skin 

It then you cook the turkey at a 
very close to 100 degrees F.

-Corbin

First turkey salt my second gar-
lic Next stuffing Finally oven

-Paige

First, you bey a turkey. Then 
you get soom stuffing. Then you 
will put it in the oven for a hawr. 
And aftr it is then you will put 
soom garlic on it.

-Cydney

First you buy it. Second you put 
on salt and pepper. Next you put 
your turkey in the oven. Finally 
you eat your turkey.

-Darius

First, you pick the feathers Sec-
ond, i cook it for 4 owers Next, i 
put garlic on it Finally, i put the 
thomiter on it then, i put it on the 
tabule.

-Tate

First, I hunt the turkey. Second, 
I put the stuffing in. thrde, I put 
the sesuning on. Next, I put it in 
the oven. Finally, I eat it.

-Kyndel

First we hunt the turkey. Second 
we gut the turkey. Next we put it 
in the oven. Finally we put sum 
spisis.

-Gus

First i Get my turkey. second i 
put my ice cream in it. 4th i put 
my choclate in my turkey then i 
melt it all. Finally i put my cher-
rys on top then i serve it. 3rd i take 
the feathers off.

-Jacob

First, me and mom push the tur-
key in the oven! Second, we spise 
up the turkey! Next we stuf stuff-
ing in the turkey. Finally, the tur-
key is dun!

-Ali

First i’m gana buy a turkey. Sec-

ond i’m gana stuff it with stuffing. 
Next i’m gana put it at a surtent 
degrees. Finally im gana make 
pumpkin pie.

-Shayla

First I shoot a turkey. Second 
I heat the oven. Next we put the 
turkey in the oven. Finally we eat 
the turkey.

-Brayden

First you Open the turkey neak. 
Second you take all the gut’s out. 
Next you put salt, pepper, and gar-
lic. finally you put it in the oven to 
240 degrees F.

-Jonah

First hunt for a turkey. Secont 
you get all the feathers and bons 
out. Next you put stuffing in and 
then you put garlic pepper and 
spisese on it. Finally. you eat it.

-Andrew

First I make it sesing peppers 
second, guse and put garlic Next I 
put salt on it too Finally I put it in 
the turkey in the oven too.

-Adriana

First, we put the stuffing in the 
turkey. Second, we put salt and 
pepper in the turkey. Next, we put 
garlic on the turkey. Finally, we 
open the oven and put the turkey 
in then shat it then put the de-
grees.

-Emma

First: I powt my turkey on the 
smockr. Second: I set it at 2:40. 
Next: I let it coock for 3 howrs. 
Finally: I powt cowmen B.C. 
sows pepper salt garlic-salt for my 
stufing I powt cickin on the gril 
salt and other seynig’s hav a grat 
coock! thank you!!!

-Orinn

First i peck the feathers off the 
turkey. Second i poot the turkey in 
the oven. In thin i poot salt on it.

-Wesley

First, I find a turkey. Second I 
shoot it. next, I take it home. then 
I put it in the oven for 7 min. then 
I take it out and put it on the table. 
finally, I put my topping’s on it 
chochlate, gummy worms, bear 
crackers, bear gumy’s and vite-
ment’s.

-No name

My first step is get a turkey from 
Welmart. Second we put spices on 
it. Next we put on salt and garlic 
on it. Finally we put it in the oven 
and then we set the degrees.

-Destiny

First, get a turkey. Second, put 
garlic and pepper on it. Next, put 
it in the oven for 30 minits. Finally 
set the tabe for Thankgiving.

-Eva

First, I Shot the turkey. Second, 
I Stuff, the turkey. Next, the salt. 
Finally the oven.

-Morgan

First I go to wolmort to bie the 
turce. Second I wod pud spisis on 
me terc. Next I wod cooc it. Finlly 
I wod pood stuffing in it.

-Alec

Golden Plains 
Grade School

Mrs. Miller’s class
First you get a turkey from the 

store. Get out a big pot put it in the 
oven on a hot oven when it is doen 
you eat it.

-Mema

First we by it at the storye. Then 
w unwrap it. Then we pot it in the 
oven. Then we cooke it at 100 de-
grees Then we wait for it and fi-
nally we cut it in peeses. Then we 
eat it

-Tessa

At first you take the raper oof 
of the turkey then you put it in 
the oven for two hours then you 
take it out of the oven then you put 
some butter on the turkey then it’s 
done.

-Jazline

Do you know how to cook a 
turky? First you get a turky. 2. 
Then you put it in a roaster cook it 
for 2 hours at 300 degrees. 3 Take 
it out put it in a pan put pepper and 
salt. 4 Next you let it cool off. 5 
Then you surve it and enjoy it.

-McHaley

Go to the store and buy a turkey. 
They cook the turkey for one hour 
on 350 degrees. Then you take the 
turkey out. Finally you get to eat 
it!

-Mason

Do you know how to cook a tur-
key? first you buy a turkey from 
a store. Then you unwrapped it. 
Next you put it in the oven for 
about 2 hours and 300 degrees Af-
ter that you take it out and cut it up 
and eat it.

-Sidney

How do you cooc a turkey. frst 
you bay it and you put it in The 
uven and pet it on 250 and 2 eurs 
and when the Turkey is dun you 
eat and wey all eat and wey all hov 
a nic thanksgiving?

-Dalton

First when my mom cooks a 
turkey she take off the waper and 
puts it in the uven and sels it on for 
1 hour and the we eat.

-Dylan

Go to the store and then go 
home. And unrape it then put salt 
and pepper on it then put it in a 
crock pot. And then coock it for 
three hours. And coock it three 
hundred degrees.

-Landen

1 First you get a turkey. 2 Then 
you put it in a big pot. 3 Next you 
put the big pot with the turkey in 
it in the oven. 4 Then you tern the 
oven to 105 degrees. 5 And when 
it’s done you eat it!

-Breanna

1. Buy a turkey 2 put it in the 
oven 3. put the oven on 350 de-
grees 4. wait for a hour 5. ceck on 
it put it back in th oven 6. put it in 
for a hour 7. cut it. 8. eat it!

-Hailee

Brewster 
Grade School

Mrs. Meier’s class
I will put it in the oven and then 

I wfat it up and then I will put it on 
the tabol I will put it on the tabol 
and eat.

-Kassidy Nichols

First you shoot the turkey. Next 
cut the turkey. Then put the turkey 
in the. Then we put the turkey in 
the oven. Finally eat the turkey.

-Blayne Reid

Put the turkey. in the oven. Boil 
the turkey You must wat 13 min-
utes You havd turkey

-Carson Schmidt

First you put it in the oven. Next 
you time it for 60 minutes in the 
oven. Then you take it out of the 
oven. Finally you put it on a plate 
then we eat

-Brynne Purvis

Oven Git a Turkey. Cook a tur-
key. I Cook The turkey. venicook 
Cook The turkey in the oven.

-Charley Barrett

You buy it. You put it in the 
oven. You take it out. You eat it.

-Madison Schroeder

Find a Tuurkey then kill it. Then 
clean it. Next, you dry the turkey 
then you season it to make it yum-
my. Then you spray a tray for it to 
cook. Then you set the timer. Then 
you let it cook for Four Hours 
then you take out and then you let 
it cool down. Finally, you set the 
table and then you say your thanks 
and then eat it.

-Lexi Hanevik

but must r buy trke stuf ti wiht 
musth ands put i and let i eet worm 
must put i oven ensnt izavn

-Michael Hernandez

Buy. thaw. Ovan. Table. Plates. 
Wash. Turkey. Cook

-Wyatt Rall

Buy a turkey cook the turkey.
-Brenden Petty

I take I hunt I kok a trke. I et a 
trke.

-Jackson Cheatum

Buy a turkey. You put the turkey 
in the oven. Tolk the turkey. Then 
you eat.

-Ellie Clymer

Put the turkey in stove for 15 
minit I well sauce it and i well 
what then i well cut then i well 
pock then i well eat

-Connor Purvis

Get tow turkey lages then get 
a turkey body. Next stik them to-
gether. Then put it on a plate. Fi-
nally set the oven to 50 minutes 
then take it an enjoy.

-Brylee McKee

Two children helped their mom prepare Thanksgiving dinner, just as many area second graders 
plan to do with their families Thursday.


